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ABSTRACT: In this paper presents, news reveal a strong offender that breaks information confidentiality 

by getting cryptological keys, by means that of coercion or backdoors in cryptological software system. Once 

the cryptography secret is exposed, the sole viable live to preserve information confidentiality is to limit the 

attacker’s access to the cipher text. this might be achieved, as an example, by spreading cipher text blocks across 

servers in multiple body domains so presumptuous that the somebody cannot compromise all of them. still, 

if information is encrypted with existing schemes, associate somebody equipped with 

the cryptography key, will still compromise one server and decode the cipher text blocks hold on in that. during 

this paper, we have a tendency to study information confidentiality against associate somebody that is aware 

of the cryptography key and has access to an outsized fraction of the cipher text blocks. to the current finish, we 

have a tendency to propose Bastion, a unique and economical theme that 

guarantees information confidentiality although the cryptography secret is leaked and therefore 

the somebody has access to the majority cipher text blocks. we have a tendency to analyze the safety of 

Bastion, and that we value its performance by means that of a epitome implementation. we have a tendency 

to additionally discuss sensible insights with reference to the combination of Bastion 

in industrial distributed storage systems. Our analysis results counsel that Bastion is well-suited for integration in 

existing systems since it incurs but 8 % overhead compared to existing semantically secure cryptography modes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The world recently witnessed a massive surveillance program aimed at breaking users’ privacy. Perpetrators were not 

hindered by the various security measures deployed within the targeted services. For instance, although these services 

relied on encryption mechanisms to guarantee data confidentiality, the necessary keying material was acquired by 

means of backdoors, bribe, or coercion. If the encryption key is exposed, the only viable means to guarantee 

confidentiality is to limit the adversary’s access to the cipher text, e.g., by spreading it across multiple administrative 

domains, in the hope that the adversary cannot compromise all of them [8]. However, even if the data is encrypted and 

dispersed across different administrative domains, an adversary equipped with the appropriate keying material can 

compromise a server in one domain and decrypt cipher text blocks stored therein. In this paper, we study data 

confidentiality against an adversary which knows the encryption key and has access to a large fraction of the cipher text 

blocks. The adversary can acquire the key either by exploiting flaws or backdoors in the key-generation software or by 

compromising the devices that store the keys (e.g., at the user-side or in the cloud). As far as we are aware, this 
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adversary invalidates the security of most cryptographic solutions, including those that protect encryption keys by 

means of secret-sharing (since these keys can be leaked as soon as they are generated) [16]. To counter such an 

adversary, we propose Bastion, a novel and efficient scheme which ensures that plaintext data cannot be recovered as 

long as the adversary has access to at most all but two cipher text blocks, even when the encryption key is exposed. 

Bastion achieves this by combining the use of standard encryption functions with an efficient linear transform. In this 

sense, Bastion shares similarities with the notion of all-or-nothing transform. An AONT is not an encryption by itself, 

but can be used as a pre-processing step before encrypting the data with a block cipher. This encryption paradigm—

called AON encryption was mainly intended to slow down brute-force attacks on the encryption key. However, AON 

encryption can also preserve data confidentiality in case the encryption key is exposed, as long as the adversary has 

access to at most all but one cipher text blocks. Existing AON encryption schemes, however, require at least two 

rounds of block cipher encryptions on the data: one preprocessing round to create the AONT, followed by another 

round for the actual encryption. Notice that these rounds are sequential, and cannot be parallelized. This results in 

considerable often unacceptable overhead to encrypt and decrypt large files. On the other hand, Bastion requires only 

one round of encryption which makes it well-suited to be integrated in existing dispersed storage systems. We evaluate 

the performance of Bastion in comparison with a number of existing encryption schemes. Our results show that Bastion 

only incurs a negligible performance deterioration (less than 5%) when compared to symmetric encryption schemes, 

and considerably improves the performance of existing AON encryption schemes . We also discuss practical insights 

with respect to the possible integration of Bastion in commercial dispersed storage systems [27].  

 

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows: 

 

 • We propose Bastion, an efficient scheme which ensures data confidentiality against an adversary that knows the 

encryption key and has access to a large fraction of the cipher text blocks.  

• We analyze the security of Bastion, and we show that it prevents leakage of any plaintext block as long as the 

adversary has access to the encryption key and to all but two cipher text blocks [34].  

• We evaluate the performance of Bastion analytically and empirically in comparison to a number of existing 

encryption techniques. Our results show that Bastion considerably improves (by more than 50%) the performance of 

existing AON encryption schemes, and only incurs a negligible overhead when compared to existing semantically 

secure encryption modes (e.g., the CTR encryption mode).  

• We discuss practical insights with respect to the deployment of Bastion within existing storage systems, such as the 

Hydrators grid storage system [23]. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS  

       
1. A. Beimel, “Secret-Sharing Schemes: A Survey,” -  A secret-sharing scheme is a method by which a dealer 

distributes shares to parties such that only authorized subsets of parties can reconstruct the secret. Secret-

sharing schemes are important tools in cryptography and they are used as a building box in many secure 

protocols, e.g., general protocol for multiparty computation, Byzantine agreement, threshold cryptography, 

access control, attribute-based encryption, and generalized oblivious transfer. In this survey, we will describe 

the most important constructions of secret-sharing schemes, explaining the connections between secret-sharing 

schemes and monotone formulae and monotone span programs. The main problem with known secret-sharing 

schemes is the large share size: it is exponential in the number of parties. We conjecture that this is 

unavoidable. We will discuss the known lower bounds on the share size. These lower bounds are fairly weak 

and there is a big gap between the lower and upper bounds [6]. For linear secret-sharing schemes, which is a 

class of schemes based on linear algebra that contains most known schemes, super-polynomial lower bounds 

on the share size are known. We will describe the proofs of these lower bounds. We will also present two 

results connecting secret-sharing schemes for a Hamiltonian access structure to the NP vs. coNP problem and 

to a major open problem in cryptography – constructing oblivious-transfer protocols from one-way functions 

[6]. 
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2. M. K. Aguilera, R. Janakiraman, and L. Xu, “Using Erasure Codes Efficiently for Storage in a Distributed 

System,”- Erasure codes provide space-optimal data redundancy to protect against data loss. A common use is 

to reliably store data in a distributed system, where erasure-coded data are kept in different nodes to tolerate 

node failures without losing data. In this paper, we propose a new approach to maintain ensure-encoded data 

in a distributed system. The approach allows the use of space efficient k-of-n erasure codes where n and k are 

large and the overhead n-k is small. Concurrent updates and accesses to data are highly optimized: in common 

cases, they require no locks, no two-phase commits, and no logs of old versions of data. We evaluate our 

approach using an implementation and simulations for larger systems [2]. 

 

3. W. Aiello, M. Bellare, G. D. Crescenzo, and R. Venkatesan, “Security amplification by composition: The case 

of doublyiterated, ideal ciphers,” - One concern in using cloud storage is that the sensitive data should be 

confidential We investigate, in the Shannon model, the security of constructions corresponding to double and 

(two-key) triple DES. That is, we consider Fk1 (Fk2 ()) and Fk1 (F 1 k2 (Fk1 ())) with the component 

functions being ideal ciphers. This models the resistance of these constructions to \generic" attacks like meet 

in the middle attacks. sense. We compute a bound on the probability of breaking the double cipher as a 

function of the number of computations of the base cipher made, and the number of examples of the composed 

cipher seen, and show that the success probability is the square of that for a single key cipher. meet in the 

middle is the best possible generic attack against the double cipher. local revocable group signature and 

identity-based broadcast encryption with constant size cipher text and private keys. To realize our concept, we 

equip the broadcast encryption with the dynamic cipher text update feature, and give formal security guarantee 

against adaptive chosen-cipher text decryption and update attacks [3]. 

 

4.   A.Desai, “The security of all-or-nothing encryption: Protecting against exhaustive key search,” - We 

investigate the all-or-nothing encryption paradigm which was introduced by Rivest as a new mode of 

operation for block ciphers. The paradigm involves composing an all-or-nothing transform (AONT) with an 

ordinary encryption mode. The goal is to have secure encryption modes with the additional property that 

exhaustive key-search attacks on them are slowed down by a factor equal to the number of blocks in the cipher 

text. We give a new notion concerned with the privacy of keys that provably captures this key-search 

resistance property. We suggest a new characterization of AONTs and establish that the resulting all-or-

nothing encryption paradigm yields secure encryption modes that also meet this notion of key privacy.           

A consequence of our new characterization is that we get more efficient ways of instantiating the all-or-

nothing encryption paradigm. We describe a simple block-cipher-based AONT and prove it secure in the 

Shannon Model of a block cipher. We also give attacks against alternate paradigms that were believed to have 

the above key search resistance property [12]. 

 

5. M. Dürmuth and D. M. Freeman, “Deniable encryption with negligible detection probability,” - Deniable 

encryption, introduced in 1997 by Canetti, Dwork, Naor, and Ostrovsky, guarantees that the sender or the 

receiver of a secret message is able to “fake” the message encrypted in a specific cipher text in the presence of 

a coercin gadversary, without the adversary detecting that he was not given the real message. To date, 

constructions are only known either for weakened variants with separate “honest” and “dishonest” encryption 

algorithms, or for single-algorithm schemes with non-negligible detection probability. We propose the first 

sender-deniable public key encryption system with a single encryption algorithm and negligible detection 

probability. We describe a generic interactive construction based on a public key bit encryption scheme that 

has certain properties, and we give two examples of encryption schemes with these properties, one based on 

the quadratic residuosity assumption and the other on trapdoor permutations [24]. 
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III.   EXISTING SYSTEM  

 

 Seroussi et al. proposed to make use of the information from users’ public profiles and topics 

extracted from user generated content into a matrix factorization model for new users’ rating 

prediction [9].   

 Zhang et al. propose a semi-supervised ensemble learning algorithm.   

 Schein proposed a method by combining content and collaborative data under a single probabilistic 

framework.   

 Lin et al. addressed the cold-start problem for App recommendation by using the social information.  

DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM :  

 They only focus on brand or category-level purchase preference based on a trained classifier, which 

cannot be directly applied to our cross-site cold start product recommendation task [12].   

 They do not consider how to transfer heterogeneous information from social media websites into a 

form that is ready for use on the e-commerce side, which is the key to address the cross-site cold-

start recommendation problem.  

IV.    PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 In this paper, we study an interesting problem of recommending products from ecommerce websites 

to users at social networking sites who do not have historical purchase records [15].  

 In our problem setting here, only the users’ social networking information is available and it is a 

challenging task to transform the social networking information into latent user features which can 

be effectively used for product recommendation. To address this challenge, we propose to use the 

linked users across social networking sites and ecommerce websites (users who have social 

networking accounts and have made purchases on e-commerce websites) as a bridge to map users’ 

social networking features to latent features for product recommendation [13].   

 In specific, we propose learning both users’ and products’ feature representations (called user 

embeddings and product embeddings, respectively) from data collected from ecommerce websites 

using recurrent neural networks and then apply a modified gradient boosting trees method to 

transform users’ social networking features into user embeddings [5].   

 We then develop a feature-based matrix factorization approach which can leverage the learnt user 

embeddings for cold start product recommendation.  
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ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:  

 

 Our proposed framework is indeed effective in addressing the cross-site cold-start product 

recommendation problem.  

 We believe that our study will have profound impact on both research and industry communities. 

 We formulate a novel problem of recommending products from an e-commerce website to social 

networking users in “cold-start” situations [31].  

 We propose to apply the recurrent neural networks for learning correlated feature representations for 

both users and products from data collected from an e-commerce website.  

 We propose and instantiate a feature-based matrix factorization approach by incorporating user and 

product features for cold-start product recommendation [36]. 

                                                               V.     IMPLEMENTATION  

   

1. Data Owner : 

In Data Owner module, Initially Data Owner must have to register their detail and admin will approve the registration 

by sending signature key and private key through email.  After successful login he/she have to verify their login by 

entering signature and private key. Then data Owner can upload files into cloud server with Polynomial key generation. 

He/she can view the files that are uploaded in cloud by entering the secret file key [51].  

2. Data User : 

In Data User module, Initially Data Users must have to register their detail and admin will approve the registration by 

sending signature key and private key through email.  After successful login he/she have to verify their login by 

entering signature and private key. Data Users can search all the files upload by data owners. He/she can send search 

request to admin then admin will send the search key. After entering the search key he/she can view the file [49]. 

3. Admin : 

In Admin module, Admin can view all the Data owners and data user’s details. Admin will approve the users and send 

the signature key and private key to the data owners and data users. Also admin will send the search request key to the 

users. Admin can able see the files in cloud uploaded by the data owners [55].  

 

                                                                      VI.     CONCLUSION 

 

 We tend to self-addressed the matter of securing knowledge outsourced to the cloud against Associate in 

Nursing resister that has access to the encoding key. For that purpose, we tend to introduced a unique security 

definition that captures knowledge confidentiality against the new resister. We tend to then planned Bastion, 

a theme that ensures the confidentiality of encrypted knowledge even once the resister has the encoding key, and 

every one however 2 cipher text blocks. Bastion is most fitted for settings wherever the cipher text blocks ar hold 
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on in multi-cloud storage systems. In these settings, the resister would wish to accumulate the encoding key, and 

to compromise all servers, so as to recover any single block of plaintext. we tend to analyzed the safety of Bastion 

and evaluated its performance in realistic settings. Bastion significantly improves (by quite 65%) the performance 

of existing primitives which provide comparable security beneath key exposure, and solely incurs a negligible 

overhead (less than 9%) when put next to existing semantically secure encoding modes (e.g., the 

CTR encoding mode). Finally, we tend to showed however Bastion are 

often much integrated inside existing distributed storage systems. 
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